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	Multimedia Information Extraction: Advances in Video, Audio, and Imagery Analysis for Search, Data Mining, Surveillance and Authoring, 9781118118917 (111811891X), John Wiley & Sons, 2012

	The advent of increasingly large consumer collections of audio(e.g., iTunes), imagery (e.g., Flickr), and video (e.g., YouTube)is driving a need not only for multimedia retrieval but alsoinformation extraction from and across media. Furthermore,industrial and government collections fuel requirements for stockmedia access, media preservation, broadcast news retrieval,identity management, and video surveillance.  Whilesignificant advances have been made in language processing forinformation extraction from unstructured multilingual text andextraction of objects from imagery and video, these advances havebeen explored in largely independent research communities who haveaddressed extracting information from single media (e.g., text,imagery, audio).  And yet users need to search for conceptsacross individual media, author multimedia artifacts, and performmultimedia analysis in many domains.


	This collection is intended to serve several purposes, includingreporting the current state of the art, stimulating novel research,and encouraging cross-fertilization of distinct researchdisciplines. The collection and integration of a common base ofintellectual material will provide an invaluable service from whichto teach a future generation of cross disciplinary media scientistsand engineers. 
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Gray Hat Hacking The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth EditionMcGraw-Hill, 2015

	Cutting-edge techniques for finding and fixing critical security flaws


	Fortify your network and avert digital catastrophe with proven strategies from a team of security experts. Completely updated and featuring 12 new chapters, Gray Hat Hacking: The Ethical Hacker's Handbook, Fourth Edition explains the enemy’s...


		

Circuit Analysis II With Matlab ApplicationsOrchard Publications, 2003

	This text is written for use in a second course in circuit analysis. The reader of this book should have the traditional undergraduate knowledge of an introductory circuit analysis material such as Circuit Analysis I with MATLAB® Applications by this author. Another prerequisite would be knowledge of differential equations, and in most...


		

Survey of Accounting (Available Titles Cengagenow)South-Western College, 2010


	Survey of Accounting, Fifth Edition, is designed for a one-term introductory

	accounting course. It provides an overview of the basic

	topics in financial and managerial accounting, without the extraneous

	accounting principles topics that must be skipped or otherwise

	modified to fit into a one-term course. Written for students...




	

Apache Geronimo 2.1: Quick ReferencePackt Publishing, 2009
Apache Geronimo is a robust, scalable, secure, and high-performing application server. But like all application servers, this power comes with a steep learning curve. This book can help you save your time and get working with Geronimo in matter of a few hours.

This book is a quick-reference guide to Apache Geronimo that mitigates the...


		

Essentials of Financial AnalysisJohn Wiley & Sons, 2002
Essentials of Financial Analysis

Full of valuable tips, techniques, illustrative real-world examples, exhibits, and best practices, this handy and concise paperback will help you stay up to date on the newest thinking, strategies, developments, and technologies in financial analysis.

"Essentials of Financial Analysis is a...

		

Fundamentals of Relational Database Management Systems (Studies in Computational Intelligence)Springer, 2007
Information is a valuable resource to an organization. Computer software provides an efficient means of processing information, and database systems are becoming increasingly common means by which it is possible to store and retrieve information in an effective manner. This book provides comprehensive coverage of fundamentals of database management...
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